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The appearance of faces can be strongly affected by the characteristics of faces viewed previously. These perceptual after-effects reflect processes of sensory adaptation that are found throughout the visual system, but which have been considered only relatively recently in the context of higher level perceptual judgements. In this review, we explore the consequences of adaptation for human face perception, and the implications of adaptation for understanding the neural-coding schemes underlying the visual representation of faces. The properties of face after-effects suggest that they, in part, reflect response changes at high and possibly face-specific levels of visual processing. Yet, the form of the after-effects and the norm-based codes that they point to show many parallels with the adaptations and functional organization that are thought to underlie the encoding of perceptual attributes like colour. The nature and basis for human colour vision have been studied extensively, and we draw on ideas and principles that have been developed to account for norms and normalization in colour vision to consider potential similarities and differences in the representation and adaptation of faces.
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1. VISUAL ADAPTATION AND THE PERCEPTION OF FACES

Stare carefully at the cross in the image in figure 1 for a minute or so, and then close your eyes. A clear image of a face will appear after a few seconds. (A popular version of this illusion uses an image of Christ, so we have tried it with a devil.) The phantom image is a negative afterimage of the original picture, and arises because each part of the retina adjusts its sensitivity to the local light level in the original picture. Thus, when a uniform field of dim light is transmitted by the closed eyelids, cells that were previously exposed to dark (or light) regions will respond more (or less). Note that the afterimage is also much more recognizable as a face compared with the original, in part because it has the correct brightness polarity (e.g. dark eyes). This polarity-specific difference [1] is one of many examples that have been used to argue that face perception may depend on specialized processes that are distinct from the mechanisms mediating object recognition [2]. However, while the visual coding of faces may depend on face-specific pathways, the principles underlying how these processes are organized and calibrated may be very general. In particular, the principles of sensitivity regulation that give rise to light adaptation in the retina are likely to be manifest at all stages of visual coding, and may be fundamentally important to all perceptual analyses. Thus, just as adapting to different light levels can affect the perception of brightness, adaptation to different faces can affect the appearance of facial attributes, and in both cases these sensitivity changes may shape the nature of visual coding in functionally similar ways.

In this review, we consider the properties and implications of adaptation effects in face perception. Although it may not be obvious, the appearance of faces does depend strongly on the viewing context, and thus the same face can look dramatically different depending on which faces an observer is previously exposed to. These face after-effects offer a window into the processes and dynamics of face perception and have now been studied extensively. Here, we consider what these studies have revealed about human face perception. But before examining this, it is worth emphasizing that it is important to understand how face perception and recognition are affected by perceptual adaptation for a number of reasons. First, faces are arguably the most important social stimuli for humans and the primary means by which we perceive the identity and state of conspecifics. Any process that modulates that perception thus has profound implications for understanding human perception and behaviour, and these consequences are important regardless of the basis of the adaptation. That is, how our judgements of such fundamental attributes as identity, expression, fitness or beauty are affected by the diet of faces we encounter is essential to understanding the psychology of face perception, whether those context effects result from changes in sensitivity or criterion and whether they reflect high-level and face-specific representations or low-level and thus generic response changes in the visual system. Second, a central focus of research in face perception has been to understand how information...
about faces is encoded by the visual system, and to what extent this code might be specific for faces. Adaptation provides a potential tool for dissecting this neural code and a means to test whether the neural strategies that have been identified at early levels of the visual pathway can also predict the characteristics of high-level vision. To this end, we compare the after-effects for faces and consider their implications for the format of the neural code by which faces are represented, noting similarities and differences between face adaptation and analogous adaptation effects in human colour vision, where the format of the neural representation is relatively well defined. Finally, face after-effects also provide an important context for studying the processes of adaptation itself; whether the plasticity that is so readily demonstrated for simple sensory attributes is again a general feature of visual coding; and how this plasticity is manifest for the kinds of natural and ecologically important stimuli that the visual system is ultimately trying to digest.

2. ADAPTATION AND VISUAL CODING
The perceived size and shape of objects can be strongly biased by adaptation. For example, after viewing a tilted line, a vertical line appears tilted in the opposite direction [3], while adapting to a vertically oriented ellipse causes a circle to appear elongated along its horizontal axis [4]. Like light or colour adaptation, these are negative after-effects because the neutral test stimulus appears less like the adapting image and thus biased in the complementary direction. And like colour adaptation, these shape or figural after-effects have been widely studied, because they provide clues about how spatial information is encoded by the visual system. In particular, adaptation is one of the primary tools for investigating the 'channels' used to represent visual information [5]. At early stages of the visual system, stimuli are encoded by the relative activity in mechanisms that respond to restricted ranges along the stimulus continuum (e.g. tuned for a particular range in orientation, spatial scale or wavelength) [6]. If the channels have joint tuning on multiple parameters, then they are selective to restricted regions in stimulus parameter space. In its simplest conception, adaptation reduces the responses in the mechanisms that respond to the adapting stimulus, and thus biases the distribution of responses to the test stimulus, leading to changes in the detectability and appearance of the test image. Studies of how these adaptation effects transfer from one stimulus to another can therefore reveal properties of the channels such as their number and selectivity, and thus how information is organized at the sites in the visual system that are affected by the adaptation.

Increasingly, this approach is being extended to analyse more high-level processing as well as more ecologically relevant tasks in perception, including the perception of faces [5,7]. Specifically, adaptation is being used to dissect the channels mediating face coding, and to reveal the principles underlying this code [8]. One fundamental issue is how the channels span the space of possible faces [9]. Do they tile the space so that an individual face is represented by a local peak in the distribution of neural responses (an exemplar code similar to how early spatial coding might represent the scale and orientation of local edges)? Do they instead use a relative code to represent how each individual face differs from a prototype (a norm-based code similar to the way hue and saturation might be represented according to how they deviate from white)? Are the channels tuned to the raw physical properties of the image or to the semantic and phenomenally accessible dimensions of a face (e.g. for particular identities or types of individuals)? And do they represent these properties independently or jointly encode the different constellation of characteristics that uniquely define a face (e.g. its age, expression or identity)? Let us see.

3. FIGURAL AFTER-EFFECTS IN FACE PERCEPTION
Early signs that adaptation could affect face perception included reports that judgements of facial expression were biased by prior exposure to faces with a different expression [10], and that the aspect ratio of a face appeared altered after seeing face images that were stretched by viewing the faces through cylindrical lenses [11]. Webster & MacLin [12] explored figural after-effects in faces by asking how the appearance of a face changed after adapting to faces that were configurally distorted by locally distending or constricting the image relative to a point on the nose. Figure 2 shows an example of these images formed by different combinations of vertical or horizontal distortions. Exposure to one of the distorted faces (e.g. horizontally constricted) made the original face appear distorted in the opposite way (e.g. horizontally distended). Thus after adapting, the image that appeared most like the original face had to be physically biased towards the adapting distortion in order to compensate for the opposite distortion induced by adaptation. (That is, the negative perceptual after-effect must be cancelled—or nulled—by a positive physical shift towards the adapting image, just as a green after-effect in a previously white light can be cancelled by a physical change towards red.) These after-effects...
are highly salient in faces and can shift the perceived distortion in the image by 30 per cent or more of the inducing level. They can also strongly bias the set of images that appear normal. For example, after adapting to a distorted image, the range of physical distortions that observers accept as a possible photograph of a face is strongly biased towards the adapting face, again in the direction opposite to the perceptual after-effect [13]. In addition to judging the distortion or normality of the image, the after-effects can also be assessed by judging properties such as the perceived attractiveness of the image [14] and can impact ratings of the personality characteristics of the face [15]. The after-effects have also been assessed with a variety of other measures in addition to nulling. These include recognition thresholds, in which stimulus strength is varied until the individual face can be reliably identified [16]; normality judgements, where the images are classified as depicting a real versus impossibly distorted face [13]; magnitude estimation, where observers use a rating scale to report attributes such as how distorted or attractive a face appears [14]; and contrast detection, in which the after-effects are measured as changes in the luminance contrast required to recognize the face [17].

Adaptations to real facial configurations are sometimes referred to as ‘face identity after-effects’ to distinguish them from the ‘face distortion after-effects’, which are measured by arbitrarily distorting the images [18]. However, it is likely that the underlying processes are intimately linked if not the same, for real configural variations are a form of distortion in the average face, and conversely simple geometric distortions appear as plausible images of real faces. (Indeed, figure 2 suggests that no matter how you distort a normal face, it starts to appear more British.) Moreover, comparable adaptation effects are observed with synthetic faces based on rendering key facial features [19] or face silhouettes [20]. The after-effects also vary somewhat seamlessly between distortions that are within the range of normal variability or are too large to depict a possible human face [13,21,22].

A key implication of the Leopold et al. study [16] was that real faces vary in their configural properties enough to and in ways that can induce different states of adaptation. This has been found not only for individual identity but also for the natural variations defining facial categories such as gender and ethnicity [23], as well as natural variations within an individual face such as changes in expression [23,24]. For instance, after adapting to a male face, an androgynous face (formed by morphing between a male and female face) appears more feminine. The adaptation can also influence face perception by changing the appearance of the textural characteristics of the faces rather than their shape [25]. As one example, ageing produces more prominent changes in facial texture than in facial shape, and adaptation to these textural changes can lead to large after-effects in perceived age [26]. Collectively, these results suggest that adaptation is influencing the visual representation of stimulus dimensions that are directly involved in face perception. Perhaps, more importantly, they also suggest that adaptation is probably routinely shaping these representations in normal viewing in ways that are

---

Figure 2. Examples of stimuli used to measure face after-effects. (a) A single face distorted by locally stretching or shrinking the face along the vertical or horizontal axis. (b) Faces and their ‘antifaces’ formed by projecting the individual face through an average face.
selective for the specific population of faces to which an individual is exposed.

4. DYNAMICS OF FACE ADAPTATION
Do the figural after-effects for faces reflect a common and general process of visual adaptation or are they more akin to other forms of neural plasticity such as perceptual learning or priming? One way this question has been addressed is to examine the time course of the adaptation. Adaptation to simple visual features, in part, reflects transient changes in the visual response which shows a lawful pattern of build-up with increasing adapt time and decay when the adapting stimulus is removed [27]. The build-up and duration of face after-effects follow a very similar time course and functional form to conventional spatial contrast adaptation, suggesting that they involve similar mechanisms [28–30]. However, the dynamics of all visual after-effects are complex and may occur over multiple timescales [31]. Surprisingly, strong face after-effects can be generated following exposures of only a few seconds [16] (a disheartening revelation for those of us who instead spent hours adapting). Extremely potent after-effects can be induced simultaneously between them [51]. Moreover, after-effects from inverted faces (e.g. with contrast-negated faces [42] than vice versa. After-effects of comparable strength can occur for upright or inverted faces [12,16,47], or for faces that have the correct or inverted contrast polarity [42]. However, there is little transfer of the after-effect between original and inverted images [12], and in fact opposite after-effects can be induced simultaneously between them [51].

(b) Inversion effects
The effects of orientation on face adaptation have received considerable attention. Compared with other objects, faces are more difficult to recognize when they are upside down [48], and this is thought to occur because the configural or holistic processing required for sensitive face recognition is lost when the image is inverted [49]. This inversion effect is therefore considered a hallmark of face perception [50]. A number of studies have explored whether the adaptation also shows an inversion effect. Initial tests suggested that it does not. After-effects of comparable strength can occur for upright or inverted faces [12,16,47], or for faces that have the correct or inverted contrast polarity [42]. However, there is little transfer of the after-effect between original and inverted images [12], and in fact opposite after-effects can be induced simultaneously between them [51].

5. SITES OF SENSITIVITY CHANGE
Figure 1 is an example of an after-effect that arises very early in the visual system—in the response changes of the photoreceptors—but propagates to levels where the pattern of activity is interpreted as a face. This highlights the point that adaptation can occur throughout the visual pathway, and thus high-level processes can inherit the response changes from earlier levels [40]. There is little doubt that adaptation to a face image induces response changes in visual mechanisms that are sensitive to simple features in the image. A central question is whether, in addition to these low-level response changes, there are also aspects of the adaptation that arise at high and possibly face-specific levels of visual processing.

(a) Image versus object
One approach to this question has been to ask whether the adaptation is more closely tied to retinocentric or object-centric representations. Compared with low-level after-effects, adaptation to faces shows substantial transfer across changes in size and location [14,16,41–43]. In fact, these size changes are often included as a control to reduce the contribution of early retinotopic response changes. However, the strongest after-effects persist when the adapt and test faces give rise to the same proximal stimulus (i.e. the same retinal image) [44,45]. The broad but incomplete transfer of the adaptation across spatial transformations is consistent with the larger receptive fields and spatial tolerances characterizing extrastriate areas implicated in face perception like the fusiform face area (FFA) [46]. The after-effects also show partial transfer across changes in orientation. In a clever test of this transfer, Watson & Clifford [47] used faces that were distorted along one axis of the face (e.g. vertically). Adapting and test faces were then shown tilted, with an orientation difference of 90° (e.g. adapt tilted 45° clockwise and test tilted 45° counterclockwise). This predicted after-effects that were in different directions depending on whether the response changes are tied to the spatial axis of the adaptation (always 45° clockwise) or to the axis of the object (a vertical distortion within the face regardless of the spatial orientation of the head). The observed after-effects rotated with the object, again implicating a high-level process in the adaptation.
non-face shapes (e.g. to an inverted ‘T’), suggesting that the after-effects for upright images may be more selective for faces [56].

(c) Same versus different objects

A further approach to testing the level of processing revealed by the adaptation has involved testing how adaptation transfers across different classes of objects. For example, after-effects for distortion [12], gender [23] or expression [23,57–59] are strongest when the adapt and test images are drawn from the same individual, but both effects also show substantial transfer across different identities. Thus, adaptation can adjust to whatever the abstracted configurural properties are that define facial attributes (though this in itself does not require a sensitivity change at the level at which these attributes are explicitly represented).

The extent to which the adaptation to a face is specifically selective for faces, and how it depends on the visual versus conceptual attributes of the stimuli, remains unclear, for the results thus far present a complex picture. Examples of the types of questions aimed at identifying the levels of processing underlying face adaptation including the following. (i) Does the adaptation depend on local features or global configuration? Adapting to isolated features (e.g. curved lines) can induce changes in the perceived expression of a face [60]. However, hybrid faces formed by combining features from opposing expressions do not produce adaptation [61]. Moreover, consistent features but in scrambled configurations, or non-face features shown in consistent configurations, both produce expression after-effects, suggesting that the adaptation was directly to the expression information whether this was carried by the local or global features [61]. (ii) Is the adaptation adjusting to a visual image or an abstract concept? Expression after-effects transfer across different images of the same person, but are not induced by non-facial images of emotion (e.g. an aggressive dog) or emotional words [59]. Adaptation to gender also does not transfer between images of faces or hands, though each category shows an after-effect [62], and in fact attractiveness after-effects can be induced for either faces or bodies [63]. However, a recent study found that adapting to male or female faceless bodies did induce a gender after-effect measured in faces [28]. Moreover, identity after-effects have also been reported following exposure to an individual’s name or perceived similarity [67]). (iii) Does the adaptation depend on physical similarity or perceived similarity? The stimulus variations defining face images can be varied to produce equivalent physical changes that are categorically perceived to belong to either the same or different identities. Behavioural after-effects depend on whether the adapt and test images fall within or between these perceptual categories [67] (while functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) responses to faces have found evidence for coding dependent on both physical similarity or perceived similarity [68,69]). The importance of perceived similarity is consistent with the finding that varying the low-level properties of the images (e.g. colour or spatial frequency content) leads to stronger contingent after-effects when these variations alter perceived identity [42]. (iv) Does the adaptation require awareness? Tilt or colour-contingent after-effects, or orientation-selective losses in contrast sensitivity, can be induced even when the adapting stimuli are too rapidly modulated in time or space to be perceptually resolved, and hence fail to be consciously detected [70,71]. After-effects for face identity are instead strongly suppressed by binocular rivalry, pointing to a later site for the adaptation [72]. Notably, the perception of threat-related expressions is less dependent on awareness [73,74]; yet, adaptation to expressions may also require attention [75].

(d) Neural correlates

Neural measures of face adaptation have also been used to examine the nature and potential sites of response changes. For example, prior adaptation reduces the magnitude of the N170 component of the event related potential [62,76–78] and the corresponding M170 response in magnetoencephalography (MEG) [79] signals associated with an initial stage of detection of a stimulus as a face. The adaptation is category specific but can show strong transfer across different renditions of faces or even from isolated face parts [80]. Adaptation of the MEG response has also been used to implicate a role in expression adaptation of the superior temporal sulcus, an area associated with changeable characteristics of faces [81].

The blood oxygen level dependent response in fMRI also shows rapid adaptation to a repeated stimulus [82,83] and has been used in several studies to probe the properties of face adaptation [68,69,84–89]. Notably, the adaptation effects are widespread in the cortex, including regions beyond areas like the FFA that are identified through standard face localizer scans [86,90]; if these areas exhibit strong selectivity for individual facial characteristics they would not be strongly activated by face versus non-face comparisons [86]. Intriguingly, two recent studies have also reported that individuals with developmental prosopagnosia who thus have impaired face recognition, nevertheless exhibit largely normal face after-effects [91,92].

The diversity of these results concerning the nature of face adaptation is not surprising given that face stimuli will engage and potentially adapt many levels of visual processing, and that face perception itself may depend on a number of distinct processes with different characteristics for representing attributes such as identity and expression. However, together they strongly suggest that adaptation to faces depends, in part, on response changes at high and abstract levels of visual coding.

6. Selectivity of face adaptation for facial attributes

In the preceding section, we reviewed results implying that at least some part of the adaptation to faces taps directly into the visual representation of faces. If one grants this possibility (and even if one does not), then it becomes of considerable interest to ask how
adaptations to different facial characteristics interact. Many of the studies addressing this question have asked whether adaptation to one facial attribute (e.g. gender) is contingent on the value of a different attribute (e.g. ethnicity), in order to assess whether different attributes are represented independently (in which case adaptation should transfer) or con-jointly (in which case it should not). A number of dimensions exhibit partially selective and thus dissociable after-effects, including gender, age, ethnicity and species [86,93–98]. For example, opposing distortion or gender after-effects can be simultaneously induced in Asian versus Caucasian faces by adapting to a sequence of, say, Asian male and Caucasian female faces [86,95]. However, in other cases there is almost complete transfer. An intriguing example is that identity after-effects show little dependence on the expression of the adapting face [99], even though as noted above differences in identity reduce adaptation to expressions [23,57–59]. One possible explanation for this asymmetry is that different expressions may be encoded as variations on the same ‘object’ and thus may behave equivalently in identity adaptation, whereas a change in identity may cause the adapt and test to appear to be drawn from different ‘objects’ and thus lead to less transfer of the adaptation [42].

Several studies have also examined how face adaptation depends on differences in viewpoint (e.g. frontal versus three-quarter view images). These have found that after-effects show substantial transfer but are nevertheless strongest when the adapt and test images share the same perspective [19,25,38,39,64,100–104]. One implication of this result is that facial identity may be encoded by multiple mechanisms selective for different viewpoints rather than abstracted out so that it is independent of the observer’s perspective. Consistent with this, adapting to a face seen from a particular angle biases the perceived viewing angle of faces seen subsequently [105]. Like the after-effects for facial configuration, these viewpoint after-effects may also involve adaptation at high levels of visual coding. For example, the after-effects for different head orientations can be strongly biased by the physically minor but visually salient changes in the direction of gaze [106].

These results show that many of the dimensions along which faces appear to vary are not represented completely independently—at least at the levels affected by the adaptation. This is perhaps surprising given that we can usually readily judge one attribute (e.g. age or gender) regardless of others. However, there are clear parallels to these effects in the visual coding of simpler properties like colour and form. For example, adaptation to colour can be strongly selective for form [107,108], and thus reflects mechanisms that are selective for conjunctions of these features, even though these attributes behave as separable dimensions that can be accessed independently in tasks such as visual search [109]. A further important parallel is that this joint selectivity means that how adaptation modifies visual coding for one dimension can depend on the levels of other dimensions. This could suggest that norms may be established independently for different face categories, e.g. for male or female faces and different ethnicities, so that an Asian male/Caucasian female adapting sequence would shift the Asian norm male-ward and the Caucasian norm female-ward. We consider models for these effects further below, but here note that while separate norms may exist as prototypes of different types of face, the contingent after-effects do not show that those individual category norms have a role to play in the process of adaptation. Instead, these effects can be accommodated by mechanisms that all represent trajectories from a common prototype or general face norm.

7. ADAPTATION AS RENORMALIZATION
One of the most important principles to emerge from studies of face adaptation is that the after-effects are consistent with a norm-based code, in which individual faces are represented by how they deviate from an average or prototype face. That is, by this account the average face is special, because all other faces are judged relative to it. Norm-based accounts are central to many models of face space [9]. Among the most compelling evidence for prototype-referenced coding are facial caricatures, which are created by exaggerating the specific ways that an individual face differs from the average [110–112]. This suggests that faces might be represented by their polar coordinates in a multi-dimensional space where the angle defines their individual character and the vector length the strength of that individual character. Consistent with this account, single cell and fMRI responses of face-selective neurons suggest that the cells are tuned to encode the distinctiveness of individual faces from the average face [87,113]. This coding scheme contrasts with exemplar or central tendency models where each face is instead encoded by matching to a set of candidates—for example, according to the most active channel, among a highly selective set, for a given face [114,115]. In this case, there might be multiple channels spanning a given face dimension, with multiple cross points (figure 5), and thus there may be no level or neutral point that is special. Multiple-channel codes of this type are found for some low-level stimulus dimensions such as spatial frequency [116] and may also underlie some aspects of face perception including the direction of gaze [117,118]. However, many perceptual dimensions appear to be represented relative to a norm, which itself appears neutral and which thus reflects a qualitatively unique state [119]. For example, many simple shape attributes like aspect ratio or orientation show evidence for a special norm (e.g. circular or vertical), and the phenomenology of colours is organized analogously to the norm-based account of face space, by describing the direction (hue) and degree (satur-ation) that the colour differs from a norm (grey). Thus, in vision norms may be the norm.

Three properties of face after-effects have been used to implicate the presence of a special norm. All are based on the evidence that adapting to a new face renormalizes the face space so that the perceptually neutral norm, which by analogy with colour we may
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regard as a ‘neutral point’ in face space, is shifted towards the adapting face.

The first piece of supporting evidence is the asymmetry of the after-effects for neutral versus non-neutral faces. Webster & MacLin [12] found that adaptation to distorted faces strongly biased the appearance of a neutral (undistorted) face. Conversely, adapting to the neutral face did not alter the appearance of a distorted face. This is consistent with renormalization because the neutral face simply reinforces the current norm or neutral point in face space and hence changes nothing, whereas the distorted adapting face induces a shift in the neutral point so that the previously neutral faces are no longer seen as such (figure 3). Analogously, in colour vision, the spectral sensitivity is changed by introducing a long- or short-wavelength adapting light, but not by a light for which the relevant cone inputs are in the typical balanced state [120].

The second property is that adaptation changes the appearance of the adapting face itself so that it looks less distorted or distinctive, and produces appearance shifts in the same direction for faces that are either more or less distinctive than the adaptor [14,121]. (For example, adapting to a distended face causes all faces including the adapting face to appear narrower.) This suggests that the adaptation is to a first approximation simply recentring the perceptual space nearer to the current adapting stimulus (e.g. so that the physically distended adapting face now appears more neutral, or closer to the norm). Importantly, as discussed below, both of these properties contrast with the predictions of a template or exemplar-based model, where the visual system instead becomes less sensitive to the adapting face and to its near-neighbours in face space (figure 3). In this case, after adapting to a moderately distorted face, an extremely distorted face should appear even more distorted. Models of face adaptation that appeal only to low-level desensitization to the local contrast make the same false prediction, for similar reasons.

A third test for a norm in the adaptation process has involved comparing the after-effects for face dimensions that vary through the neutral point (face and antiface pairs) or along other directions in the space [16,122,123]. At the neutral point on this distortion continuum, the character perceptually attributed to the face switches from anti-face to face. As noted above, adapting to an antiface shifts this transition point so that the quality of the original face now appears in faces that would ordinarily have been perceived as belonging to the anti-face class. But when the same procedure is applied using a continuum of adapt and test distortions that does not pass near the norm, the after-effects appear substantially weaker. This again suggests that adaptation is specifically renormalizing the perception relative to a special neutral point. However, note that this does not mean that the adaptation interactions are specific to a particular face and its antiface. The average global shifts implied by simple renormalization instead predict that adapting to any face will shift the appearance of all faces along the identity axis in the direction that separates the norm from the adapting face [124]. Faces that are separated from the norm in different directions may undergo the same shift (e.g. after-effects to horizontal distortions are roughly the same regardless of the vertical distortions in the faces [12]); but if the after-effect is measured as the change in response along the adapt–test axis, then it will vary as the cosine of the angle formed by the identity axis and adapt–test axis (figure 4). Thus in the limit, no after-effect would be measured if the adapt to test axis was perpendicular.

Figure 3. After-effects induced at different points in face space predicted by renormalization (left plots) or repulsion (right plots). Uniform renormalization predicts a constant shift in the appearance of all faces after adapting to a non-average face (top left), while no after-effects after adapting to the norm (bottom left). Repulsion predicts no shift in the appearance of the adapting image, and shifts away from the adapt for surrounding faces, with similar after-effects predicted for both non-average (top right) and average (bottom right) faces.
8. NORMS AND THE MECHANISMS OF FACE CODING

Models of visual coding typically assume that perceptual norms reflect a norm or neutral point in the underlying neural code [119]. That is, the norm looks special because the neural response is special. How could this norm be manifest in visual coding?

(a) Norms along one dimension

Figure 5 shows four different examples of how stimuli along a single dimension might be represented by a set of channels. As illustrated, the dimension might correspond to wavelength or hue (e.g. green to red), or to a facial characteristic (e.g. male to female). The response normalization suggested by adaptation has been explained by a model in which facial dimensions are encoded by a pair of mechanisms tuned to opposite poles of the dimension [8,121] (figure 5a). Similar 'two-channel' models have been used to account for opposing after-effects for orientation or shape [125,126]. In this case, the dimension is represented by the relative responses across the two channels, while the norm occurs at the unique point where the two responses are balanced. Adaptation is assumed to reduce each channel's response roughly in proportion to the channel's sensitivity to the adapting stimulus, and thus shifts the norm—and the appearance of all other faces—towards the adapting stimulus. This model is similar to colour vision at the level of the photoreceptors—where spectra are represented by the responses in a small number (three) of broadly tuned channels. At this level, the norm for colour vision can be thought to correspond to equal levels of excitation across the three cone classes [119]. This coding scheme can be contrasted with a multiple channel model in which the dimension is instead encoded by the distribution of responses across many channels that are each tuned to a narrow range of stimuli (figure 5b). In this case, adaptation depresses responses most in the channels tuned to the adapting level. This would not alter the perceived level of the adapting face (as the mode of the distribution does not change) while all other faces will appear shifted away from the adapting level. As noted, this repulsion is inconsistent with the observed characteristics of face adaptation.

However, there are alternative models that could also generate the same pattern of normalization. In the two cases above, we considered that the stimulus was narrowband in relation to the stimulus continuum of interest, while the channels were broad or narrow. Figure 5d illustrates the case where the channels are narrow but the stimulus is broad. Here, variations in the stimulus may correspond to changes in the slope rather than the peak of the activation profile across the channels, and a unique norm again occurs when the responses are equal across the bank of channels. Adapting to a biased slope will once more reduce responses most in the channels that are most stimulated, rebalancing the responses and thus shifting the norm in ways that will be functionally similar to the effects of narrowband stimuli in the two-channel model. Broadband stimuli may be more typical of natural stimuli. For example, most colours we see reflect subtle biases throughout the visible spectrum rather than a single wavelength, and the norm of white typically corresponds to a flat or equal energy spectrum. A similar example is the perception of image blur. Multiple channel models were developed, in part, to account for spatial frequency adaptation, which suggested that the visual system has multiple mechanisms tuned to different spatial scales. Adapting to a single frequency produces repulsive after-effects [127] and there is no 'neutral' frequency that is special—characteristics of the model in figure 5b. However, natural images contain a broad frequency spectrum, and for these there is a unique balance to the spectrum that appears perceptually normal for sharpness as if properly focused [128] (though this is not always tied to a single simple property of the amplitude spectrum like its global slope). Biasing the slope of the spectrum by blurring or sharpening the image disrupts this balance, and leads to a renormalization of perceptual focus [129]. Thus, whether or not there is a unique norm and how that norm is biased by adaptation depend on the properties of both the channels (narrow or broad) and the stimulus (narrow or
as dimensions of facial variation for which the underlying channels might instead appear narrowly tuned, but for which the 'spectrum' defining the individual face is broad.

Figure 5c shows at lower left yet another way that norms might be represented, this time in terms of what MacLeod & von der Twer [130] call a 'split range' code, where the input continuum is divided at a physiological null point (the face norm), with separate rectifying neurons responding to inputs on opposite sides of that null point. This channel could be formed by taking the difference of the two individual sensitivity regulated responses in figure 5a, followed by rectification, or the portrayed behaviour could be approximated if mutual inhibition between the opposite signals drives the response of both towards zero near the null point [131]. This winner-take-all organization represents the norm explicitly as a null or weak response within the channel, rather than implicitly by the balance of responses across channels. This opponent organization is a hallmark of colour coding, and may be a functional requirement for any perceptual domain defined by norms. It also offers a substantial gain in efficiency over the single-sigmoid encoding at upper left, as each channel can devote its full response range to only half the stimulus range, resulting in a square root of two improvement in signal to noise over two independently noisy channels that both span the entire range [130]. We discuss the functional consequences of these encoding schemes in §9.

Face adaptation is often suggested to imply some form of an opponent code [8,21,117,132], but the effects thus far have not revealed an explicit opponent mechanism of the kind found for colour. In particular, it should be noted that negative after-effects do not require an opponent mechanism, and thus are not evidence for one. For example, a common mistake in the discussions of colour vision is to attribute complementary colour afterimages to opponent processing. The sensitivity changes underlying simple chromatic adaptation are instead largely receptoral—at the non-opponent stage of colour coding [133–135], and as Helmholtz [136] understood, the roughly complementary colour of negative afterimages is easily explained on that basis. The opposite after-effect that is induced results primarily from the rebalancing of responses across receptors that are adapting independently, and while the afterimage may appear phenomenally opponent, this does not necessitate an actual opponent mechanism (in the same way that the negative after-effect in figure 1 does not require an opponent mechanism for faces with positive and negative contrast).

Psychophysical evidence for opponency instead required demonstrating that the signals from different cone types interact antagonistically to affect sensitivity [137,138]. Comparable parallels to this 'second-site' adaptation in face perception remain largely unexplored. One form of adaptation that directly demonstrates opponency is contrast adaptation [139,140]. Viewing a light that alternates between red and green or bright and dark reduces the perceived contrast of test lights, without changing the appearance of the mean (zero contrast). Opponency is demonstrated by the fact that the changes in sensitivity can be selective for colour or luminance contrast, whereas a single receptor would be modulated by both types of variation [139]. Tests of 'contrast' adaptation for faces—by exposing observers to a distribution of faces that vary around the average face—have found only weak hints of changes [141,142]. (Specifically, after adapting to faces that vary from markedly expanded to markedly contracted there is little if any reduction in the perceived extent of the distortions.) However, contingent after-effects, of the kind we discuss next, are consistent with a form of contrast adaptation in face space.

(b) Norms along two or more dimensions

The models we considered so far are for encoding a single dimension, but can be extended to represent multiple dimensions. Figure 6a illustrates a representation of faces in terms of two dimensions—gender and ethnicity. We have overlaid this face space onto colour space to again emphasize the close parallels between this representation and models of colour coding. Again in colour vision, hue (identity) corresponds to the vector direction while saturation (identity strength) corresponds to the vector length relative to grey (the norm). Similarly, antifaces are analogous to complementary colours while 'caricatured' colours are hues that are over-saturated.

Only two axes are required to represent all the stimulus levels in the plane. However, suppose the two dimensions are instead spanned by multiple mechanisms, each activated by a different weighted combination of signals along the axes and therefore responding preferentially to stimuli that deviate from the norm in a particular direction in the plane (figure 6b) [86]. Now an individual hue or identity trajectory might be represented by the most responsive mechanism of this set. (Analogously, orientation is represented by many neural channels each tuned to a different preferred orientation [6].) Notably, this multiple-channel model behaves like a hybrid between a norm-based code (for saturation or identity strength) and an exemplar code (for hue or identity trajectory). In particular, with a uniform distribution of preferred directions, no direction in the plane is special, and each direction might be represented by the centroid of the distribution of activity across the channels.

How could this model be tested with adaptation? Webster & Mollon [140,143] examined changes in colour appearance after adapting to fields that varied along different axes and thus between complementary pairs of colours. If these stimuli were represented in terms of the independent signals along the two principal axes, then adaptation should always lead to independent response changes along either axis. This could reduce responses along each axis but should always lead to a selective compression of colour space along one of the primary axes (whichever is adapted more) or to a non-selective loss (if axes are adapted equally; figure 6a). Instead, they found that the adaptation was always selective for the adapting
axis, an after-effect consistent with multiple selective channels each tuned to a different direction in the plane (figure 6b). The selectivity was revealed both in a greater loss of perceived contrast along the adapting axis, and in biases in apparent hue away from the adapting axis. For example, after adapting to the blue–yellow axis (along the negative diagonal), blues and yellows appeared less saturated, and all other hues appeared biased or rotated away from the adapting axis. No shifts were observed in the hue of the adapting axis. One interpretation of these results is that while simple chromatic adaptation (to a single colour) produces an adaptive shift in colour space, chromatic contrast adaptation (to a single colour axis) renormalizes the contrast [144] selectively along the adapting axis and others near it. On this view, colour contrast adaptation and simple chromatic adaptation have quite different mechanisms and different perceptual consequences. Simple chromatic adaptation induces a relatively uniform shift in colour space, while colour contrast adaptation gives rise to a perceptual repulsion from the adapting hue axis.

Analogous tests could be applied to face space, and in fact have been. Instead of adapting to an alternation of complementary colours, the observer adapts to opposed pairings of facial characteristics, in a sequence balanced around the norm along a diagonal axis (e.g. Asian female face versus Caucasian male face) (figure 6) [42, 67, 86, 94–98]. Contingent after-effects typically result (e.g. a male-ward shift in the perception of Asian faces, together with a female shift for Caucasian ones). This shows that the two dimensions (gender and ethnicity) are not represented independently, and that the after-effect is not just a simple translation of phenomenal face space relative to physical face space. One way to amend that scheme is to suppose that adaptation induces not only the previously discussed perceptual shift towards the general face norm (which will ideally cancel out under adaptation to symmetrically paired faces), but in addition, a perceptual repulsion from the adapting face axis, analogous to the hue repulsion of Webster & Mollon [140]. For test stimuli on opposite sides of the origin, the repulsion shifts are opposite in direction. This view can explain the contingent after-effects without abandoning the assumption that adaptation always involves a shift relative to the general face norm; whatever more specific norms might be postulated, they need have no role in face adaptation. As Webster & Mollon [140] noted, the hue shifts following adaptation to different axes may be a form of ‘tilt after-effect’ in colour space. Similarly, the contingent after-effects that have been observed for different facial dimensions may be a tilt after-effect within face space.

An alternative to this account of contingent adaptation is that separable pools of mechanisms encode how faces within different categories differ from each category-specific prototype (so that face space is actually a collection of many category-specific spaces that each respond and adapt relative to their local norm) [94–97]. This leads to qualitatively similar predictions for adaptation to conjunctions (e.g. to a female Asian face), but it is less clear how such models can accommodate the lack of an after-effect induced by the global norm (as that face is distinctive relative to each local norm and thus should induce a change in the local norms). A further consideration is that many of the contingent effects can be explained by assuming that adaptation does not produce a uniform shift in face space but rather a shift that decreases with increasing distance between the adapt and test stimuli. By that account, a female Asian face will produce a larger gender after-effect in Asian than in Caucasian faces simply because the Asian faces are more similar to each other. Finally, the presence of a contingent after-effect does not require that the mechanisms are intrinsically tuned to the dimensions defining the faces, as this tuning could potentially arise on the fly if the underlying dimensions are not adapting independently [145].

(c) Contrast in face space

The parallels we have drawn between face coding and colour coding associate facial identity trajectories with hue, and identity strength with saturation or contrast. However, unlike colour, the ‘contrast’ of a face stimulus can be varied in two ways: as the magnitude of the facial dimension (e.g. how female or male the face appears) or as the physical contrast of the image (e.g. how faded or distinct the image is). Both are potentially relevant for understanding the adaptation effects because both can modulate the neural response, and moreover both may be important for encoding some facial dimensions including gender [146]. Higher visual areas that encode objects and faces are less affected by variations in luminance contrast than cells in primary visual cortex [147, 148], suggesting that identity strength is functionally the more important dimension of contrast. Conversely, an individual’s face does not normally vary in its identity strength, raising the puzzle of why face identity is not encoded more discretely. One possibility is that categorical coding would greatly reduce the number of distinct identities that could be represented by the distribution of responses across the coding dimensions. A second puzzle is why, as we noted above, there is not a clear effect of adaptation to variations in identity strength comparable to the losses in perceived contrast that result from variations in colour saturation.

How the luminance contrast of a face affects, and is affected by, adaptation remains to be established. High-level shape after-effects show strong transfer across luminance contrast [149, 150], consistent with the adaptation in higher visual areas. Yet, the limited results for face adaptation suggest that the distortion after-effect is much stronger for high contrast images [42]. Recent work has also shown that adaptation to faces selectively alters the contrast threshold required to recognize the face, suggesting that luminance contrast sensitivity may provide an additional metric for probing face after-effects [17, 151]. At short durations, the adapting face actually facilitates luminance contrast detection of the same face and thus sensitivity losses are stronger for
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Figure 5. Norms and channel coding along a single perceptual dimension. The dimension may be represented by a small number of broadly tuned channels (left) or a large number of narrowly tuned channels (right). (a) The norm is represented implicitly by equal responses in the two channels. Adaptation to a biased stimulus reduces the response in one channel more than the other and shifts the norm from the one prevailing under neutral adaptation (N) towards the adapting level (A). This produces a shift in the appearance of all faces in the direction indicated by the arrows. (c) A split-range code in which the norm is represented explicitly by a null point between the responses of two channels that each respond to signals higher or lower than the norm (e.g. because each is formed by the half-wave rectified differences between the input channels at top left). Adapting to a new stimulus level (A) shifts the inputs and thus the null point. (b) If both the stimulus and the channels are narrowband, then adaptation will reduce the response at the adapting level and skew the responses of other stimuli away from the adapting level. In this case there is not a unique norm. (d) However, if the stimulus is broadband, then a norm is again implicitly represented by equal responses across the set of channels, and again renormalizes from the neutral stimulus (N) when the adapting stimulus is biased (A).

Figure 6. Norms and channel coding along two perceptual dimensions (gender and ethnicity). (a) The two dimensions represented by two independent channels. Adapting to stimuli that covary in gender and ethnicity (e.g. female Asian versus male Caucasian) should produce independent response changes along each axis and thus will not lead to contingent after-effects. (b) If the stimulus dimensions are instead encoded by multiple mechanisms selective for different combinations of the two attributes, then adapting to covarying stimuli will tilt the appearance of intermediate axes away from the adapting axis, resulting in contingent after-effects.
test faces that differ from the adapt face, suggesting that these effects may reflect a combination of both adaptation and priming.

(d) The relationship between adaptation and norms in visual coding
As we noted at the outset of this section, this discussion hinges on the assumption that norms appear neutral because they lead to a neutral response in the actual neural code. An alternative is that norms are instead the learned characteristics of our environment and thus might be related to neural responses in arbitrary ways. For example, there are large individual differences in the stimulus that observers perceive as achromatic [152] (or, presumably, as an average face). This could be because observers are each normalized in a different way (perhaps because they are adapted to different colour environments), but could also be because they adopt different criteria for labeling a stimulus as white. In fact this distinction is central to the debate over cultural versus biological determinants of norms for colour attributes like basic colour terms [153] or for facial attributes like attractiveness [154]. Adaptation provides a means to test these alternatives [119,155]. If the norm corresponds to a balanced response across the channels, then adaptation to the norm should not alter the response, or in other words should not induce an after-effect. That is, the face stimulus that looks neutral should be the stimulus that does not change the state of adaptation, just as the spectral light that appears achromatic also leaves spectral sensitivity unaffected [156,157]. Two observers with different norms should thus each show no after-effect when adapted to their own norm, but a bias when adapted to the neutral stimulus chosen by the other. Conversely, if the observers differ in their criteria but not the visual code, then the neutral adapting stimulus will be the same for both, and need not correspond to the subjective neutral point for either. Finally, if individual differences in subjective norms result from differences in how neural responses are normalized, then adapting all observers to a common stimulus should reduce the inter-observer variation in subjective norms. Applications of these tests to both colour and faces suggest that individual differences in norms are tied to individual differences in sensitivity, and thus that the stimuli that appear neutral are in fact tied to a neutral response state at the level(s) of the visual system affected by the adaptation [119,155]. Moreover, exposing individuals to a common grey, or to an average face, results in much greater agreement in their chosen norm. Thus, the perception of a special norm for colour or faces may have an actual neural basis that is intimately linked to the observer's state of adaptation.

9. VISUAL CODING, ADAPTATION AND NATURAL IMAGE STATISTICS
Another approach to understanding the properties of neural coding is to ask how information about the stimulus is adapted—over even evolutionary timescales—to be represented optimally. This theoretical approach has led to important insights into early visual coding and may similarly reveal the principles involved in high-level representations. An example of how these analyses have been applied to the specific case of face processing can be found in Bartlett [158]. Here, we consider how optimal coding schemes derived from the analyses of colour vision can be used to predict how faces might be processed.

(a) How is neural coding shaped by the statistics of the environment: colour as a test case
To be useful, neural representations should distinguish well among the kinds of stimuli that are usually encountered. When natural stimuli are represented by stimulus coordinates such as a distortion parameter for faces in a face space, or redness in a colour space, an efficient neural code requires a good match between the limited stimulus range over which the neural responding is strongly graded on the one hand, and the distribution of natural stimuli on the other. It is inefficient to waste discriminative ability on extremes of the stimulus continuum that are seldom encountered; but it is also less than optimal to neglect unusual cases totally, by devoting all discriminative capacity to just the most typical stimuli (near-whites, or nearly average faces). These extreme design choices imply an optimum code intermediate between them: steep gradients of neural response should be in the region where natural stimuli are concentrated.

But how can discriminative capacity be allocated at will to different parts of the stimulus space? Some latitude is generally available, by choosing suitable nonlinear functions for the dependence of neural responses on the stimulus dimensions. If discrimination is limited by random fluctuations or quantization errors introduced at the output of the nonlinear transformation—an important proviso—then discrimination in any region of the stimulus space can be improved by increasing the gradient of the stimulus-response function there. This happens because the uncertainty in the output corresponds to a smaller difference at the input: the equivalent random variation in the input will be inversely proportional to the gradient of the stimulus-response function. But since the limited range of neural responses precludes a steep gradient everywhere, an increased gradient and improved discrimination at one point entails a sacrifice in discriminative ability at another point where the gradient has been reduced.

(b) Advantages of opponency: crispening and range matching
In both colour space [159] and face space [160], the natural stimulus distribution is centrally peaked. Near-greys are relatively common, and the margins of cone excitation space are only very sparsely populated [159]. In the case of face space, the defining coordinates are not well specified, but most measure on face images are likely to show the generally expected centrally peaked distribution, even in cases where discrete variation, notably in gender, makes the distributions closer to a mixture of Gaussians than to a single one. This means that fine discrimination is less important in the margins of colour space than in
the centre, near white, where natural colour stimuli are most densely packed. Much psychophysical evidence on colour discrimination has indeed indicated best discrimination near white (or more precisely, near the stimulus to which the visual system is adapted, see below) with a progressive deterioration as the saturation of the reference stimulus increases [161–163]. This superiority of discrimination for the naturally abundant near-neutral colours originates from a compressive nonlinearity in the neural code at the colour-opponent level, where it is the differences between cone excitations that are represented [163]. With opponent neurons that respond in a nonlinearly compressed way to the imbalance of photoreceptor inputs, the steep gradients of the neural responses for nearly neutral colours—where the inputs are nearly balanced and the opponent neurons are not strongly activated—provide good discrimination for these naturally frequent stimuli, at the expense of reduced discrimination at the margins of colour space where it is seldom needed. The requirement for finer discrimination near white thus yields one important rationale for colour opponent encoding: paradoxically, colour-opponent neurons are best equipped to register deviations from the neutral norm to which they are relatively unresponsive.

Similar considerations favour a norm-based code for faces, as an efficient response to the statistics of the natural stimuli. The parallel may indeed be more than metaphorical, as any measure derived from a face image can potentially be encoded as a deviation from an established norm (with the norm as a null stimulus), and any such representation may ultimately require an opponent code. All frontally viewed faces, considered in purely physical terms, have considerable similarity to a face representing the perceptual norm. Opponent processing—a balancing of opposites mediated by mutual inhibition—is therefore a natural way to generate neural signals that are minimal or zero for the norm face. Even so basic an achievement as evaluation of shape independently of size could involve an opponent interaction between orientation-selective neural indicators of size or spatial frequency. Aspect ratio—a key parameter in face perception, especially under reduced conditions such as great viewing distance—can indeed be encoded more precisely than would be expected from independent assessments of horizontal and vertical extent [164], just as the red/green dimension of colour can be judged with far more precision than expected on the basis of independent assessments of the photoreceptor excitations. The verbal description ‘long-faced’ assesses aspect ratio relative to the face norm. The same may well be true of its neural representation, just as in colour vision the balance between redness and greenness places the transition point near the peak density of natural colours [159].

The advantages of the opponent code are exploited to good effect in colour discrimination. Yet, as we discuss below, studies of face discrimination show at best a fairly modest optimum in discrimination in the neighbourhood of the average face, with some dimensions (e.g. eye height or mouth height) consistent with an essentially linear response [21]. One possible reason for this discrepancy is that nonlinear encodings have no influence on discrimination if the limiting noise is introduced prior to the nonlinearity. In the representation of colour, significant nonlinearity is present already at the retinal output, where fluctuations of impulse counts at the retinal ganglion cells are an important source of added noise. But a norm-based representation of faces must originate centrally, at a stage where nearly all sources of noise may have already come into play. We discuss face discrimination further in §12 on functional advantages of adaptation.

(c) Range matching
The natural variation along the intensity axis in colour space is much greater than along the red/green chromatic axis. Intensity varies with a standard deviation of about a factor of 2 or 3 under fixed illumination, but the red/green variations in the natural environment originate from surprisingly subtle variations in the balance of red- and green-sensitive cone photoreceptor excitations—a standard deviation of only a few percent [159]. The contrast gain for colour must be set higher if the world is to appear perceptually balanced in colour and lightness. This is not possible by nonlinear compression of the photoreceptor inputs themselves, but an opponent neural signal for red/green balance can represent the subtle input imbalances that support colour, while achromatic intensity is represented by a parallel system with a correspondingly higher threshold and wider operating range [159, 165, 166]. Comparable considerations arise in face space, although here the coordinates of the stimuli are not as well defined. Physically subtle deviations from the average along some continua, for instance the upturn or downturn of the mouth, or deviations from symmetry [121] may be as significant as grosser differences in other dimensions, and this could provide an incentive for representing them by relatively independent nonlinear signals. Adaptation may be helpful in this process of multi-dimensional range matching: independent, roughly reciprocal sensitivity-regulating processes for different directions in face space would provide a relatively simple way to match the operating ranges of such signals to the dispersion of the input, much as suggested by Webster & Mollon [140] for colour contrast adaptation. But as noted in §8, contrast adaptation in face perception so far appears weak at best. Perhaps, the computational expense of direction-selective adaptation in the high-dimensional face space is prohibitive.

(d) Adaptively roving null points and contrast coding
Along each dimension, only a limited range of colours can be differentiated with precision, a necessary consequence of the limited dynamic range of neural signals. But the region of fine discrimination in colour space is not centred on white or any other fixed colour. Rather, it shifts to remain centred on the adapting colour, if a non-white condition of adaptation is defined by (for instance) a common background within which the colours are separately displayed [167]. The enhanced discrimination for colours close to the adapting
background, sometimes termed ‘crispening’, occurs over a quite restricted range, with pronounced loss of discriminative ability at or beyond about 10 times the threshold colour contrast in each direction [168], a range roughly appropriate to the dispersion of environmental stimuli [130]. Face analogues of this effect have been more difficult to demonstrate, but they include the ‘other race’ effect discussed below.

(e) **Optimal nonlinearity**
Definite prescriptions can be derived for neural input–output functions to optimize discrimination. Mutual information between input and output is maximized by making the slope of the response function inversely proportional to the environmental probability density function (histogram equalization [169]). Squared error of estimation is minimized with a milder nonlinearity that allows better discrimination in the margins of the space [130], but even this optimizing principle predicts a marked superiority of discrimination for nearly average faces, contrary to the findings that we discuss in §12. Important category distinctions may call for special treatment. In colour vision, interest in distinguishing fruit from leaves [170] may have dictated a redward shift of the perceptual norm, making the mode of the distribution of natural colours perceptually yellowish and greenish [159]; in face space, gender discrimination may be a comparable case. The high-dimensional case of face space can be handled similarly in principle, by range matching followed by (for example) multi-dimensional histogram equalization, if a coordinate system (not necessarily linear) can be found in which the stimulus probability distribution satisfies independence [130].

10. **ADAPTATION AND THE TUNING FUNCTIONS OF FACE CODING**
We have seen that face after-effects can help to reveal the types of channel coding that the visual system might use to represent faces. Can it be further used to decipher the specific properties of faces to which these channels are tuned? Adaptation has played a central role in characterizing the stimulus selectivities of the mechanisms of visual processing. For example, studies of chromatic and chromatic contrast adaptation helped to reveal the spectral sensitivities of channels at different stages of colour vision [171], while as noted above, multiple channel models of spatial vision were in part founded on measurements of the selectivity of the adaptation for properties like the orientation and spatial frequency of patterns [6]. The rough correspondence between the bandwidths for frequency, orientation or colour measured psychophysically and in single cortical cells [172] gives some credence to the notion of adaptation as the psychologist’s electrode. Can the same techniques be applied to tease apart the mechanisms of face coding?

Several problems hamper this. First, it is again not certain to what extent the adaptation is directly altering sensitivity at face-specific levels of processing. An adaptation effect at earlier levels is unlikely to reveal the stimulus dimensions to which face channels are tuned. Second, the selectivity of the adaptation for different natural facial categories does not require that the mechanisms of face coding are directly tuned to these specific categories, for as long as the mechanisms can be differentially adapted by different categories they will result in selective after-effects. Finally, the interpretation of any adaptation effects is muddied even further by the possibility that adaptation can itself change the tuning of the mechanisms. For example, natural variations in face configuration are such that simply derived neural signals will not be statistically independent, and one proposed function of adaptation is to improve the economy and precision of the neural representation by revising the channels’ tuning so that their responses become independent [145,173,174]. Such models can in theory account for contingent adaptation between two dimensions even if these are represented independently before adaptation, and they predict contingent after-effects for any face dimensions that are associated in the stimulus.

Because of these problems, it remains unclear whether there are special axes in the representation of faces—perhaps corresponding to prominent natural categories—or if the selectivity of the after-effects simply reflects the distances between the stimuli in face space. Colour vision again provides a telling example that the stimulus dimensions that appear phenomenally special are not necessarily the dimensions to which the neural mechanisms are tuned. Hering’s opponent process theory was founded on the observations that certain colours appeared unique and mutually exclusive (red or green, blue or yellow, and light or dark) [175]. However, opponent neurons in the retina and geniculate are tuned for a pair of directions in colour space distinctly different from the Hering directions [176]. Moreover, at cortical levels both adaptation and single-unit recording reveal multiple mechanisms tuned to different colour-luminance directions, so that the neural basis for special hues becomes less certain [172]. One possibility is that at later stages, the visual system builds cells with tuning functions that match colour appearance—so that there are mechanisms that directly signal the sensations such as pure blue and yellow [177]. Yet another alternative is that blue and yellow only appear special because they are special properties of the environment (phases of daylight) and not because they reflect special states of neural activity [178]. This question remains actively debated in colour science [179,180]. The point is that we cannot be confident that facial attributes that appear salient or ecologically relevant are the stimulus attributes that face processing is directly encoding.

11. **ADAPTATION AND FACIAL EXPRESSIONS**
One case where it might currently be possible to apply selective adaptation to dissect the tuning functions of face-coding mechanisms is facial expressions. Expressions represent highly stereotyped variations in facial configurations that correspond to well-defined action patterns. These action patterns are to a large extent universal and innate [181], and thus it is possible that visual mechanisms could be specifically...
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tuned to these stimulus dimensions. Moreover, just as there are primary colours, there are only a small set of six basic expressions (joy, anger, sadness, surprise, fear and disgust) [182]. Thus, compared with facial identity, the ‘space’ of expressions may more nearly approach the space of colour in having only a small number of dimensions that can be clearly defined and that have stronger a priori connection to the space of possible visual channels. Adaptation could thus be used as a test for these channels. In particular, tests of the selectivity of after-effects could be used to ask whether each expression can be adapted (and thus might be represented) independently, or whether expressions might instead be coded by their directions within a space defined by a different set of cardinal axes corresponding to dimensions such as positive or negative valence or arousal. Such norm-based spaces are prevalent for representing expressions and emotion, and imply that different expressions should be complementary [183]. Tests for complementary after-effects could therefore provide evidence for or against this organization.

Strong facial after-effects can be induced by exposure to facial expressions [10,23,24,59,184]. For example, Webster et al. [23] found that adaptation biased the perceived boundary between two morphed expressions, paralleling the after-effects they found for gender or ethnicity. Hsu & Young [24] instead morphed between a neutral and expressive face, and found that sensitivity to the expression decreased following adaptation. These after-effects appear to be driven primarily by the visual characteristics of the stimulus. For example, adaptation to emotion conveyed by non-facial images or auditory stimuli produces little after-effect in faces [59], while stimuli with appropriate configural or featural information for an expression can induce a change [60,61]. Thus, these studies suggest that the adaptation is altering the responses of visual mechanisms and not processes related to an amodal concept of different expressions or emotions.

These after-effects are clearly strongest when the adapting and test faces have the same expression, yet it is less clear to what extent the different expressions adapt independently. For example, Hsu & Young [24] found that adapting to a sad face facilitated perceiving a face as happy and vice versa. Similarly, Rutherford et al. [184] observed that happy and sad faces produced complementary after-effects in a neutral face. In contrast, Juricevic & Webster [185] found little consistent change in sensitivity to each of the basic expressions after adapting to a different expression. (It should be noted that none of these studies measured changes in actual sensitivity, but rather measured which expression was reported for the face.) Complementary after-effects might be expected to occur for pairs of expressions that represent opposite spatial configurations. However, actual expressions may involve largely uncorrelated variations in facial structure [186]. That is, an ‘anthappy’ configuration does not clearly convey anger or sadness. Figure 7 illustrates this point by showing each of the six basic expressions and their anti-expressions formed by morphing through an average neutral face. The original expressions are largely identifiable, yet their visual opposites are surprisingly ambiguous.

Rather than an opponent organization, the most appropriate geometrical idealization of the phenomenal space for visually expressed emotions may instead consist of six monopolar and mutually roughly orthogonal dimensions radiating from the neutral norm. In a progression of morphs displaying decreasing intensities of a basic emotion, the appropriate way to continue the series past the neutral face may be obvious on physical analysis (the upturned or downturned mouth, for example), but there is generally no clearly corresponding phenomenal continuity in the antiexpressions. This echoes the phenomenology of identity, where antifaces tend to be viewed as unrelated individuals rather than specifically opposite, even though they are indeed opposite at the stimulus level [16]. And in this respect, hue is once again a parallel case, as we have argued above. In all three cases (expression, identity, hue), it is plausible that the monopolar nature of the phenomenal attributes is traceable to the rectifying behaviour of spiking neurons in the respective neural representations. But it may also have justification on functional grounds. The expression of each emotion is a distinct action, just as each hue results from a distinct mode of filtering of a broadband source. The case of emotional expression is unique, however, in that there is often no natural basis for the anti-stimulus to arise. For example, for expressions that include opening the

Figure 7. The six basic expressions (top row) and their anti-expressions (bottom row), corresponding to faces with the opposite configuration.
mouth from the neutral face, there is no corresponding natural configuration for further closing the mouth.

This lack of symmetry in the frequency of occurrence between expressions and their opposite configurations raises the question of how the visual coding of facial expressions is normalized. If happy and angry faces were configurational opposites, then adaptation could readily adjust the neutral point to the average between them. But if the anti-expressions instead correspond to expressions we are unlikely to experience, then it is no longer apparent what the counterweight is that holds the neutral face in place—if the adaptation depends on mechanisms that are directly representing the expressions. Perhaps instead, the normalization is set at a level of basic configurational coding, shared with mechanisms involved in recognizing individuals [187]. This possibility is also consistent with evidence that adaptation to expressions is weaker when the identity of the test and adapt faces differ [57–59] as expected, if the adaptation occurs at sites before separate expression and identity representations are extracted. Surprisingly however, as we noted above, the converse selectivity is not found—identity after-effects are unaffected by a change in expression [99]. Another possible account of expression normalization is that once a general face norm is created, the deviations from that norm that express the six basic emotions are encoded by six monopolar signals, and the role of adaptation is just to adjust appropriately their sensitivity and operating range, always using the general face norm as the zero of their operating ranges.

12. FUNCTIONAL CONSEQUENCES OF ADAPTATION

What role do short-term adaptations of the kinds measured in face after-effects play in aiding perception? Most studies directed at this question have examined whether adaptation improves discrimination among faces. Some hint that this should occur is suggested by the ‘other race’ effect. It is generally easier to recognize or distinguish between individuals of one’s own race (or rather, of the race one is exposed to). This is broadly analogous to the crispening effect in colour discrimination noted above, where it is easier to discriminate between colours that are both close to the white point or to an adapting background, than between colours that each contrast strongly with the adapting stimulus [168]. Discrimination is impaired for high-contrast stimuli because the retinal signals, which encode contrast, are saturated [159]. Similarly, in face perception it may be that we are better at discriminating among near-average faces, because the gradients of the neural signals are steepest around the average. Adaptation would then be important for centring the response and thus sensitivity around the current average, so that under experimentally contrived adaptation, the stimulus region where discrimination is best shifts along with the perceptual norm.

Tests of these ideas have met with mixed results. In Wilson et al. [188], discrimination thresholds for synthetic faces were lower around the average face than around atypical faces. Tanaka et al. [189] found that morphs physically half-way between a typical and an atypical face appeared subjectively more similar to the atypical face as expected if the centre of the face space is perceptually enlarged relative to the margins. Tanaka & Corneille [190] further found that near-average face morphs are discriminated with slightly greater precision than atypical ones. Dakin & Omigie [191] found a slight reduction in discrimination threshold for faces close to the average, but differing slightly from it. Rhodes et al. [192] found that differences among near-average faces are perceptually compressed rather than enhanced, but in some experiments found evidence of perceptual expansion near the middle of the range of experimentally presented faces. Finally, Susilo et al. [21] observed that discriminability of eye or mouth height was the same whether the feature positions were near or far from the norm. Some experimental studies of adaptation have found improvements in discrimination as adaptation progresses. Rhodes et al. [193] found that adapting to faces from a new ethnicity improves discrimination performance (identity thresholds) for faces drawn from that ethnicity. In other cases, the adaptation does not seem to help or hinder discrimination [19,192,194].

There are two potential reasons for the failure of adaptation to clearly impact distinguishing faces. First, the weak effect is not unique to faces but is found for most stimulus dimensions [195]. For example, adaptation to different contrast levels (as opposed to different mean light levels) has been extensively studied but has only rarely been found to improve contrast discrimination [171,196]; and while pattern discriminations show more promise, the improvements with adaptation are again not clearly robust [197–199]. For nonlinearity to influence discrimination strongly, the discrimination-limiting noise must be introduced after the nonlinearity (‘Birdsall’s theorem’ [200]). This reduces the scope for characterizing central nonlinearities on the basis of discrimination data. Second, in a discrimination task, observers will use the best cues available, and thus it is difficult to ensure that their performance is limited by processes directly related to face perception. For example, the faces could in principle be distinguished by judging a simple ‘non-face’ feature like eye separation, in a representation designed for spatial distance judgements generally [192,201]; if so, the statistics of faces will be irrelevant. But as there is no alternative ‘non-colour’ basis for colour discrimination, performance in this case should depend entirely on the design of the neural code for colour, thereby revealing fully the influence of the natural distribution of environmental colours.

While adaptation thus seems to produce only weak changes in discrimination, it produces striking changes in appearance. Are there functional benefits to these appearance changes? One should not necessarily expect this, as face adaptation could be, in part, a side effect of luminance and contrast-adaptation processes that have been installed in the visual system for other purposes than face processing specifically. In colour vision, adaptation plays an important role
by contributing to colour constancy [202]. The light spectrum reaching the eye from an object depends on both the reflectance function of the object and the spectrum of the illumination. In order for colour to reliably signal the object’s reflectance, variations in illumination must therefore be discounted. Renormalizing the cone sensitivities so that the response to the average ambient spectrum is balanced tends to factor out changes in the general illumination and thus promotes constancy. It is conceivable that adaptation could play an analogous role in face perception [203]. In particular, constancy requires removing the response to irrelevant information from the stimulus. In faces, this could include the average characteristics of the population (e.g. their ethnic features). Normalizing to this average might thus remove uninformative features of the face (group characteristics) and allow informative cues to identity and expression (individual characteristics) to be perceived more directly. While we cannot know the inner experience of another, an intriguing prediction of this adaptation is that different observers may experience the average face—just as the average colour—in phenomenally similar ways, yet for each, this average is tied to their specific population. That is, it is possible that the perceptual experience you have, looking at the average face to which you have been exposed, is fundamentally similar to the experience I have looking at mine [203].

The processes of perceptual constancy are also important for removing uninformative variations in the observer. For example, spectral sensitivity can vary dramatically over time because of changes in the density of the lens pigment or across retinal location because of variations in macular pigment [119,204,205]. A critical aspect of colour constancy is thus to compensate for the intrinsic sensitivity limitations of the observer. Renormalizing colour appearance for the average spectrum reaching the receptors can again partially factor out these sensitivity differences, and additional processes may contribute to even stronger constancy [206]. Such compensatory processes are likely to be important for calibrating or ‘error-correcting’ most perceptual dimensions so that the perception of patterns remains stable across factors such as changes in retinal location or viewpoint. Similarly, for face perception, an important function of adaptation may be to calibrate face-coding so that the population of mechanisms is normalized to consistent levels. Even though the adaptation to faces is very rapid, such adjustments may be particularly important for maintaining face coding over longer timescales involving large physiological changes, for example, during development or ageing. Indeed, it is possible that most of the functional consequences of adaptation involve initially calibrating the visual system, and that the after-effects that are observed experimentally are merely fine-tuning.

Finally, in the same way that constancy is important for calibrating different neural processes within the observer (so that they signal the same information despite different physiological limits), adaptation is also arguably important for equating perceptual responses across observers [203]. That is, adaptation may allow individuals with very different visual systems to perceive some aspects of the world in similar ways—by normalizing the idiosyncrasies of their coding to a common environment. A social consensus for facial characteristics (e.g. that average faces are more attractive) may depend on a perceptual consensus shaped by adaptation to a common visual world. An intriguing case where this socially shared norm may fail is in autism. Autistic individuals can show severe social impairments and deficits in face perception, and they have also been found to show weaker adaptation to faces, which could be a cause or effect of their problems in responding to faces [207].

13. ADAPTATION IN THE REAL WORLD

As we have noted, the effects of adaptation are important not only for dissecting how faces are represented by the visual system, but also for understanding how our perception of faces is shaped by the facial characteristics with which we come in contact in our daily lives. We are all exposed to a different diet of faces, and if we are adapted to this diet then we might each encode and perceive faces in uniquely individual ways. For example, how old someone looks—in the literal sense of looking—may be very different for someone surrounded by a younger or older cohort. However, this presupposes that the adaptation measured in the laboratory is also manifest on the street. Is there evidence for this?

Thus far, the signs are mostly anecdotal (in that they cannot be tied with certainty to sensory adaptation), yet are nevertheless compelling. One example is that face adaptation effects are found when observers are engaged in natural visual tasks. An interesting case is portraiture. Asymmetries are difficult to detect while drawing a face but can become obvious when viewing the mirror-reversed image, a trick employed by artists. This effect could arise because the artist is adapting to and thus normalizing their sensitivity to the image they are drawing [35]. Further hints come from comparing facial judgements in observers who are known to have different exposure histories. For example, the effects of gender strength on ratings of facial attractiveness differ for students at same-sex versus mixed-sex schools in ways that are predictable from the average gender to which they are exposed [208]. Similarly, preferences for average faces differ cross-culturally in ways that are likely to reflect the relative exposure to different ethnic groups [209,210].

As noted above, a primary anecdotal source of evidence for face adaptation in natural viewing is the other-race effect, which could arise because we are best at distinguishing among faces that are near to the average face to which we are adapted. Another consequence is that we should become more sensitive to when a face differs from our own ethnicity. Japanese and Caucasian observers do show different average category boundaries in morphs between the two ethnicities, suggesting that for each group the characteristics defining the other group appear more salient [23]. If an observer moved to a new environment with a different ethnic mix, then we might expect their norm to shift accordingly. Webster et al. [23] tested this for...
Japanese students who were residents in the US. The ethnicity boundaries for long-term residents were significantly closer than new arrivals to the average category boundary for indigenous Caucasians, and the degree of the shift was correlated both with the length of time in the US and the degree of daily exposure to Caucasian faces. Judgements of attractiveness may also change as individuals join and thus adapt to a new population—an observation noted by the anthropologist Malinowski.

Such results support the assumption that adaptation plays a significant role in calibrating face perception in natural viewing. And the effects of adaptation in the laboratory are so pronounced that it is difficult to imagine that it is not centrally involved in regulating our everyday experiences with faces.

14. FACE CODING AND COLOUR
We have drawn heavily on the domain of colour vision to illustrate how both long- and short-term adaptation processes modulate visual coding, in order to explore whether similar principles may play a role in face perception. The parallels between the norm-based coding schemes characterizing both colour and face processing suggest that the visual system may often reinvent common strategies to represent diverse characteristics of the visual world. Moreover, for both representations, adaptation may play analogous and central roles, suggesting that there are principles and properties of adaptation that are common throughout the visual stream.

Yet the functional role of face adaptation, and of the face space in which adaptation is modelled, remain tantalizingly obscure. The representation of faces in a metric space by associating neural signals with the various coordinates is a natural one and a useful tool for analysis, but it is not independently validated by introspection, or well-suited to subserve face recognition except indirectly. A metric representation of colour makes some functional sense, as in colour, continuous variations are significant: colour coordinates can map onto behaviourally significant distinctions, as with ripeness of fruits for instance, and achieving colour constancy under varying illumination calls for metric computations. With faces, there is a more limited role for continuous variation. Face recognition instead depends on a discrete yet holistic organization, somewhat like that of spoken words in a speaker’s lexicon, and seems to proceed without any introspectively accessible reference to the face norm or to the coordinates of face space. Indeed, colour space as well as face space are seriously incomplete as models of face and colour perception. If opponent signals were the basis of our recognition of colours, it would be easier to make discriminations on the individual signals that jointly represent colours than on their conjunctions.

Yet, in fact, one cannot easily say which of a green surface and a red one is the more blue; and the same/different judgement for colour is so much easier than the dimensional comparison that it cannot be based on introspective access to the opponent codes. With faces, this problem is exacerbated because so many more dimensions are needed to identify an individual uniquely, whereas in colour, three suffice.

In closing, we illustrate how adaptation can be used to ask whether there are even closer connections between colour and face perception. Faces naturally vary not only in their shape and texture but also in their basic chromatic properties. For example, male faces are on average slightly redder than female faces and this difference is sufficient to aid gender classification when shape cues are highly impoverished. Moreover, an individual’s face can vary considerably in colour with changes in health or emotional state, and natural colour variations modulate judgements of facial attractiveness. In fact, one posited role for primate trichromacy is to support judgements of skin tones to assess the mood and fitness of conspecifics. Given that colour can provide a reliable cue to differences both between and within observers, we might expect the mechanisms mediating face recognition to use both shape and colour information. Yamashita et al. explored this by testing whether face adaptation can be selective for specific combinations of colour and shape. These experiments used a variant of the McCollough effect, in which observers are adapted to complementary colours paired with gratings at different orientations. In achromatic test bars, this leads to strong negative after-effects for colour that are contingent on orientation. However, when red and green are instead paired with oppositely distorted faces, there were neither visible colour after-effects, nor were shape after-effects contingent on the colour. Similar null effects were found when different colours were paired with different facial expressions, even when these colours were varied along chromatic axes consistent with different expressions. One implication of this result is that there are in fact limits to visual plasticity—shapes and colours that are clearly distinguishable cannot be arbitrarily associated through adaptation. This is important because it suggests that the contingent adaptation effects that have been reported for faces are actually revealing something about the tuning properties of face mechanisms and that it is by design that the visual system combines these dimensions in a joint representation. A second implication is that while both colour and shape may be useful for evaluating faces, they may be encoded largely independently. The neural machinery deciphering the spatial configurations of faces may share many tricks with colour vision, yet may be colour blind.
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